Barsol Pisco’s
Flair Fusion @
Bootleg Benny’s
Rules for flair round
1)
2)
3)
4)

Have fun !!
No fire.
Make at least one drink using Barsol Pisco.
Must open a can of Go Fast energy drink put it on the bar top
and it must remain there for the duration of your round.
5) No explicit lyrics or lude behavior.
6) May not be under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
7) All bottles must be set at ½ oz.
8) Deductions are 3pts for spills and drops.
9) The first 3 deductions are on Bootleg Benny’s tab (they don’t
count against you)
10) No deductions for breaks
11) 200 pts. For overall flair skills.
12) 200 pts. For overall showmanship skills.
13) 20 point bonus for wearing a BarSol Pisco T-shirt for a
minimum of one min. during your flair round.
14) Themes / costumes are not required.
15) Bartenders will have up to 5 min. to complete all drinks and
your show, you may use less time if this suits your show.
16) Judging is final !!
17) Some Barsol Pisco bottles will be supplied.

18) You must supply all other bottles, tins, etc.
19) No direct competitor’s brands will be allowed. This will result
in a disqualification.
20) Any other bottles are acceptable, as long as all labels are
removed or blacked out, taped bottles are allowed.
21) All rounds will be held on a Flairco portable bar, there will be
three bars in rotation, when one competitor is performing the
next 2 competitors will set up their bars.
22) Fee for this round is $50.00 and includes flair bottle, T-shirt,
DVD, and entry into the BAM round.

Rules for the BAM(Big Ass Move) round
1)
2)
3)
4)

You will have 1 & ½ minuets or 3 attempts to hit your move.
The move is a move or short sequence not a routine.
There are no deductions.
Flairco is sponsoring this event and using their bottles are
encouraged. You may use glass. If you want to use Flairco’s you
must use the brand new white 750's, these will be provided for
you. No personal Flairco’s will allowed.
5) May use your own music, if not specified, high energy music will
be played for you.
6) No fire.
7) No explicit lyrics or lude behavior.
8) May not be under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
9) 75pts. For flair 25pts. For crowd response.
10) Fee is $20.00 for this round only(if you do any other rounds
you get into the BAM round for free)

Rules for Mixology round
1) Be creative.
2) You will be making two drinks, one Barsol Pisco
cocktail and
one GoFast cocktail.
3) Barsol Pisco must be the main ingredient in the Barsol Pisco
cocktail.
4) GoFast or GoFast light must be the main ingredient in the
GoFast cocktail
5) If your going to use any bitters, grenadine, lime juice, soy sauce,
teriyaki sauce, bloody mary mix, triple sec, blue curacao, or rum
cream it must be Angostura and these flavors will be provided.
Check out Angostura.com for more flavors.
6) You will have 4 min. to complete both cocktails(one of each).
7) The number of ingredients for each will be limited to 6 this
includes dashes, drops, and splashes this does not include
garnishes, or rims.
8) All ingredients including garnishes must be edible. This would
include anything that if consumed will not hurt you. Items that
are not normally eaten, like a lemon twist are still considered
edible.
9) Garnishes and name of cocktail must not reveal the identity of
competitor.
10) Use of self made components or mixing of components will not
be allowed.
11) No flair is required it will not count either way.
12) 200 points for taste.
13) 100 points for aroma(first nose, lasting scent), and
appearance(garnish, color).
14) 100 points for creativity(uniqueness, thinking outside the
box), overall impression(how everything comes together, this
includes name association).

15) Sponsor product’s will be provided.
16) No other liquor will be provided so bring it with you.
Basic juices, garnishes and bar tools will be provided.
17) Each competitor must bring their own nonstandard ingredients
such as mixers, garnishes, etc.
18) No direct competitor’s brands will be allowed. This will result
in a disqualification.
19) Any other spirits are acceptable to be used as mixers.
20) All judging will be blind and will be final.
21) The top 5 will have their names and recipes listed as Bootleg
Benny’s featured house drinks on display at the bar, and on the
table menus. If your cocktail is too exotic for the house to make
with the products that they already carry then it will be
modified after the competition. The only exception will be
Barsol Pisco. This will not be modified.
22) Fee for this round is $50.00 and includes T-shirt, DVD, and
entry into the BAM round.

General concerns
1) The date is Feb.27 at Bootleg Benny’s 4705 S. Durango Dr. Las
Vegas NV. 89147 (702)450-4705 between Tropicana and
Flamingo.
2) Each round will be separate, mixology will start at 3pm, flair will
start at 9pm and the BAM round will start at 11pm or
immediately after all the flair rounds.
3) Competitors must arrive one hour prior to start time.
4) Admittance is free to the public.
5) Competitors are not required to do each round but are encouraged.
6) Mixology recipes must be submitted by email to Tony Alba at
paisan540@hotmail.com no later then Feb.23th.

7) Spots are on a first come first serve basic and are limited so hurry.
8) After all the flair rounds are completed the BAM round will start.
It will be the last round of the night. This does not affect your flair
score. This is a totally separate competition.
9) No liquid is allowed in practice area.

Prize breakdown
Flair
!
!
!
!

Grand Champion 1 st place-$300.00, trophy, and payed entry
into King Of The Ring 2006!!!
Runner up-$200.00 and trophy
3 rd place-$100.00 and trophy
4 th & 5 th engraved plaque

Flair Devils showmanship award
!

Custom framed artwork by Michael Godard valued over
$1,000.00

BAM(Big Ass Move)
!

Grand Champion-$50, trophy, bottle of Barsol Pisco, and case
of GoFast.

Barsol Pisco cocktail
!
!
!
!

Grand Champion 1 st place-$300.00 and trophy
Runner up-$200.00 and trophy
3 rd place-$100.00 and trophy
4 th & 5 th engraved plaque

GoFast cocktail
!

!
!

Grand Champion 1 st place-Trophy, case of GoFast, and your
choice of Extreme Skydiving or Mario Andertti Racing
Adventure.
Runner up-Trophy, case of GoFast, and your choice of Extreme
Skydiving or Mario Andertti Racing Adventure.
3 rd place-Trophy, case of GoFast, and your choice of Extreme
Skydiving or Mario Andertti Racing Adventure.

To reserve you spot or Any questions please contact Tony Alba by
phone 702-845-2522 email paisan540@hotmail.com

